2nd round!
"I've tried 'em all. It's Camels for me. They taste just right and they're real easy to get along with, pack after pack."

HAVE A REAL CIGARETTE

...have a Camel!

Discover the difference between "just smoking"... and Camels!

**Taste** the difference!
Camels are full-flavored and deeply satisfying - pack after pack. You can count on Camels for the finest taste in smoking.

**Feel** the difference!
The exclusive Camel blend of quality tobaccos is unequalled for smooth, agreeable smoking. Camels are easy to get along with.

**Enjoy** the difference!
Try today's top cigarette. You'll see why more people smoke Camels, year after year, than any other brand. They've really got it!
Does Du Pont have summer jobs for students?

Walter A. Paulson, honor student at Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, and member of the honorary engineering fraternity, Tau Beta Pi, expects to receive his B.S. in Chemical Engineering in June 1957. He is interested in the professional advantages that a student may derive from technical experience obtained during summer work.

Robert G. Carter received his M.S. in industrial engineering from Ohio State in 1951 and joined Du Pont soon afterward. After varied plant experience, he recently undertook an interesting new assignment in the Polychemicals Department at Du Pont's Sabine River Works, Orange, Texas. The major function of his current work is to coordinate cost information as an aid in maintaining cost control.

You bet we do, Walt! They're part of a regular Technical Training Program which Du Pont has had for years.

Ordinarily we try to assign summer employees to work which ties in with their fields of training in college and with their long-range interests. Informal or formal instruction on Company matters is usually provided.

We're definitely in favor of these summer contacts, for they provide students with practical technical experience and make them more valuable to industry when they graduate. And it gives us a chance to become better acquainted, too, with some of the men we'll be considering for permanent employment, later. It's a program of mutual benefit.

In addition to the Formal Technical Training Program, we frequently have a number of vacation replacement jobs and other temporary positions which are available to college students.

Last summer we hired a total of 720 students from 171 different colleges and universities. Most of these were juniors, or were graduate students about one year away from permanent employment.

You can see our program is a fairly substantial one, Walt.

FREE FILM: “Mechanical Engineering at Du Pont” available on loan for showing before student groups and clubs. Write to the Du Pont Company, Wilmington, Delaware.
GOLF CHAMPION, SAYS:

"VICEROY HAS THE SMOOHEST TASTE OF ALL!"

SMOOTH!
From the finest tobacco grown, Viceroy selects only the Smooth Flavor Leaf. Deep-Cured golden brown for extra smoothness!

SUPER SMOOTH!
Only Viceroy smooths each puff through 20,000 filters made from pure cellulose—soft, snow-white, natural!

SMOKE SMOOTHER VICEROY!

© 1967, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.
LAST CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

BURROUGHS CORPORATION

a worldwide leader in the manufacture of business machines, electronic computers, data processing systems and other electronic equipment for both industry and defense...

WILL OFFER YOU EXCEPTIONAL CAREER OPPORTUNITIES HERE ON

FEB. 11, 1957

See or phone your college placement office now for your appointment.

Exceptional opportunities for men with a BS, MS or PhD in Ind. Eng., ME, EE, Chem. Eng., Math or Physics. At Burroughs Corporation, you start on the work for which you're trained—no getting lost in the shuffle. You work on some of today's most challenging problems in ballistic missiles, electronics, computation, data processing, optics, magnetics, communications and electro mechanical equipment. Full program of activities for government, defense, business and industry. Fine starting salary. Realistic promotion-from-within policy.

Growth opportunities for men in Business Administration and allied fields. Burroughs Corporation offers you positions leading to a topflight career in Corporate Accounting, Financial Planning and Control, Distribution, Cost Accounting and Analysis, Manufacturing Accounting, General Auditing, or Methods and Procedures. Good starting salary. Plenty of chance to know the corporation inside out, from every point of view. If you want to start as a traveling auditor, you can see the country, too. And promotions come fast because we're expanding fast.
At the Movies

COLFAK

Oklahoma. (B) Gordon MacRae, Shirley Jones, Gloria Grahame, Gene Nelson, Rod Steiger. A particularly good musical with an outstanding cast. There is no plot to speak of, but the excellent music would overshadow any plot. Besides the song "Oklahoma" there are such hits as "Oh, What a Beautiful Morning," "Surrey With a Fringe on Top," and many others.

Summing up: Real topdrawer entertainment.

Bundle of Joy. (A-2) Sunday: Debbie Reynolds, Eddie Fisher. Eddie and Debbie try valiently to provide comedy entertainment, and almost achieve their purpose. The chief drawing power will be the fact that they have their own bundle of joy.

GRANADA

Top Secret Affair. (A-2) Kirk Douglas, Susan Hayward. This one doesn't quite live up to the entertainment standards set by its predecessors but does provide some enjoyment. The story is based on the novel by John P. Marquand, "Melville Goodwin, U.S.A." Kirk is a rough and tough two-star general and Susan is the publisher of a national news magazine who gives him nothing but trouble until the inevitable marriage takes place.

Summing up: With Melville and Bilko in the same Army let's pray for peace.

STATE

Rawhide Years. (A-2) Tony Curtis, Coleen Miller. A western about the old west, shot in one of our great western states, with an eastern cast.

Co-hit: Buffalo Bill (?)

PALACE

Thunder Over Arizona. (A-1) Skip Homier, Kristine Miller, and a whole host of other screen personalities too numerous to mention. Skip comes roaring into Tombstone and gets a welcome comparable to the one Saud got in New York. But the townfolk soon find out that this stranger is on the right side of the law (facing east). After the smoke clears who do you think is dead and who do you think rides away with the beautiful girl?

Co-hit: Accused of Murder. (A-2) Vera Ralston, David Brian. This is an excellent co-hit for the top feature and should provide unbounding entertainment for those who accidentally enter the theater.

RIVER PARK

Sailor Beware. (A-2) Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis of the old team of Martin & Lewis. One of the older and more entertaining pictures put out by the team in their hayday.


AVON

Private's Progress. (A-2) Richard Attenborough, Dennis Price. An entirely pleasant story about the tremendous military training an army private is subjected to. In the forward, the producers acknowledge the official cooperation of absolutely nobody, and you can easily understand why. The private receives complete training in Japanese which qualifies him for a secret mission behind the German lines. He finally wins up as a German prisoner of the British. Even if you aren't interested in the movie it does provide the necessary info to become a successful goldbrick.

Summing up: I hope the effect of the last movie has worn off the Avon.

WASHINGTON HALL


Four Showings: 1:15, 3:40, 6:20 and 8:50 p.m.
mixed marriages

FATHER HESBURGH opened the 1957 Marriage Institute Tuesday night with an enlightening and entertaining talk delivered with his usual excellence. In discussing his topic of selecting a partner, he emphasized the point that marriage is the most important step a man takes during his lifetime, and he provided the attending seniors with a sound framework of things to consider in choosing a wife.

No doubt a man could use the accumulated wisdom of all the ages in such an undertaking, but in the few short hours he had, Father Hesburgh did a good job in reviewing some of the more prominent problems and offering advice that would not require a great deal of explanation and argument.

The purpose of the Institute is to offer counsel not to provide an arena for "free-thinking" Catholics to challenge the pronouncements of the Church. There are always some of these self-determined rebels around and they do their best to rationalize unreasonable points of view (which they have one way or another been forced to adopt.) A number of them have created a distressing situation for the Church by refusing to abide by the laws pertaining to mixed marriages.

This is quite an extensive problem and I'm sure Father Hesburgh would have gone into it further had he another three hours to speak. But the Ave Maria, national Catholic weekly magazine, recently issued a special report on a survey made of the mixed marriage situation throughout the country in 1956, and the results of that survey might open the eyes of potential non-conformists.

In 1956, the survey shows, 85,000 valid mixed marriages (witnessed by a priest) were reported in the Official Catholic Directory. This figure represents more than one-quarter of all valid Catholic marriages during the past year, and it indicates a steadily increasing trend.

When supplemented with the resulting facts of the mixed marriage situation, this figure points up the agonizing proportions of the problem. And these "facts" can hardly be written off as clerical propaganda, since they are taken largely from the findings of secular sociologists and are supported by eminent non-Catholics.

Quoting from the Ave Maria report:

Three separate studies in Michigan, Maryland, and Washington, covering a total of 24,104 families, found that the divorce and separation rate is three times higher in Catholic-Protestant marriages than in marriages where both parties were of the same faith.

A YMCA study revealed that in cases where both parents were Catholic, 92 per cent of their sons were practicing Catholics. Where both parents were Protestant, 68 per cent of their sons were practicing. But where one parent was Catholic and the other Protestant, only 34 per cent of their sons were practicing members of either faith.

The Catholic Bishops Committee on Mixed Marriages found that almost 30 per cent of Catholics involved in a mixed marriage eventually became lost to the faith.

The Ave Maria report goes into the problem at much greater length, offering testimony of disillusioned couples and opinions of Protestant and Jewish clergymen opposing mixed marriages. But these few undeniable conclusions of the survey should be enough to convey the impression. Mixed marriage just doesn't seem to be worth the trouble.

—J. N.
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THE FINEST CLOTHING OBTAINABLE . . .

At the Campus Shop you can choose from America's finest brand name clothing . . . in the style and model most becoming to you. If you like Ivy League you'll find a big selection . . . if you prefer a more conservative styling, the Campus Shop can show you that, too. The important thing is, that no matter what you select the quality is there, backed by the names you know, and the entire resources of the Gilbert establishment.
CHARGE IT, THE CAMPUS SHOP WAY

Buy what you need now at the Campus Shop and charge it the Campus Shop way. Pay for it from your earnings this summer. Enjoy the clothes you need now and pay nothing until next June. In June pay one-third; pay one-third in July and the balance in August. Use this convenient Campus Shop charge account to buy all of your clothing needs. No carrying charge, of course.

DRESS RIGHT . . . You can't afford not to!

On the Campus—Notre Dame

February 8, 1957
Repercussion

SOUTH BEND ANSWERS

Editor:

I am writing in regard to a piece entitled "An Expose" which appeared in the SCHOLASTIC of January 11. It left me feeling, shocked, disappointed, and insulted: disappointed, because I feel the writing is far below college caliber; shocked, by the un-Christian reference to the Polish population here; and insulted, by the derogatory statements concerning South Bend in general, and South Bend girls, in particular.

Granted, South Bend is no Manhattan. But I'll wager it offers as much interests and activity as any city of its size. And in any city, there live all kinds of girls. It would be unfortunate if South Bend residents judged all Notre Dame students by the few who are not, perhaps, everything they should be.

I fail to see much humor in this type of writing. Isn't there anyone who can use just a spark of imagination, instead of resorting to the same, worn-out gripes?

In closing, two important points:

1. I've never owned a black motorcycle jacket, nor known anyone who did.

2. Never let it be said that I am antagonistic toward Notre Dame men. Quite to the contrary. I married one!

Mary D. Houck
402 Peashway
South Bend, Ind.

AN ADMIRER

Editor:

I respect your attempt to be all things to all men and nothing to anyone, as I do appreciate your sentiment in avoiding snobbery of thought. Your wonderfully human approach is as manifest in the wealth of challenging pictures incongruously captioned as it is in the sincere misspelling and as it is in the practical news of Mickey Mouse clubs.

Robert Duffy
312 Walsh

ON THE COVER: Ivan Osorio ushers in a new semester with his impression of a typical Noter Doter. While some similarity may be noted between Ivan's character and George Winkler who appears further on in this issue, we can assure it is purely coincidental.
There is a common tendency to look at the stretch between now and Easter as a two and a half month desert to be somehow suffered through until it's time to leave for Ft. Lauderdale, or Bermuda maybe, since that seems to be the latest kick. (No, I am not going to offer another desert survival kit.) This is the wrong attitude. Don't you know about the power of positive thinking? Just think for a minute on all the opportunities staring you right in the face. Why, what could be better than . . . Look at all the . . . There's always . . . Well, uh . . . see what I mean. Just kidding, men. You thought I'd forgotten all about good old St. Mary's I bet. Don't think I haven't tried. But what red-blooded Domer could ever for one moment forget about the delightfully daring and devoted darlings of the Dixie? Just answer me that, but not all at once; my mail-box is kind of small.

But just in case you are crushed because once again you have failed to get an invitation to that event that is at once the highest product and proudest boast of Western Civilization, the St. Mary's Winter Carnival, don't lose hope. Here in one short article I have tried to gather together all the secrets of the ages concerning how to be a hit at SMC.

The first thing to do is get to meet one of these fascinating creatures. There have been many different methods tried, including going over on a Sunday afternoon and picking names at random from the hall roster or Student Directory, but this technique has certain drawbacks, as you can guess. Probably the best bit of all is the good old-fashioned mixer.

Now that you are face to face at last, and you still want to go through with it, what do you talk about? You naturally pick the most different, interesting, and altogether fascinating topic around, namely you. Tell her all those things about you that make you so unique among all 5,400 Domers. Here is a list of possible subjects for you.

1.) Gee, this South Bend weather is so much worse than the weather where I live.
2.) After the gay mad social life I am used to leading, I find South Bend very dull.
3.) The rules here at Notre Dame are awful, especially the one about drinking. It's especially hard on me because I was a big drinker before I ever came out here.
4.) I don't know how long I can go on breaking all the rules that I have been breaking, but I don't care because nobody can tell me what I can and can't do.
5.) Now let me tell you what's wrong with St. Mary's and St. Mary's girls.
6.) Listen, let me tell you, the people in this part of the country are really odd.
7.) If I were running this place things would be a whole lot different, you can believe that.
8.) I told them . . .
9.) I think . . .
10.) I . . .

Now that you have made that first initial, all important impression, you can't quit there. When you take her out, take her to such different and exciting places as the Granada, The Volcano, the Philly, and best of all the Student Center. That's all there is to it men. Follow those simple rules and you will join the charmed circle of ND-SMC society. What more could you ask, hey? (That's right, I'm bitter.)

ESCAPE'S GOOD GUY AWARD

To the student corrector who deducted five points from a class-mate's test for lack of neatness.

TIME MARCHES ON

Next month will see the installation of automatic pinsetters over at the bowling alleys. Gone forever will be the friendly helpful comments of pinboys to bowlers who are trying to make an important spare. Gone too will be the friendly laugh that comes when toes are crushed by a 16 pound bowling ball thrown by the guy that was in a hurry and couldn't wait for the pinboy to get out of the pit.

Remember way back when we had music with our meals in the dining hall? Gone too, so I hear, are those delicious things with the sticks in them, affectionately known as pre-fabricated chicken legs. Don't worry though, liver still plays an important part in future menus.

Calypso is the big new teen-age rage. The question now is whether Elvis will sweat it out or turn in his gitar for a set of Bongo drums. One thing I have yet to figure out though. Just what is a "Hill and Gully Rider," and how is he connected with the banana industry?
Planning for growth. Joe Hunt (left) talks with Jim Robinson (center), District Construction Foreman, and O. D. Frisbie, Supervising Repair Foreman. In Joe's district alone, 600 new telephones are put into service every month.

"I'll take a growing company"

70,000 telephones to keep in operation . . . $20,000,000 worth of telephone company property to watch over . . . 160 people to supervise — these are some of the salient facts about Joe Hunt's present job with Southwestern Bell. He's a District Plant Superintendent at Tulsa, Oklahoma.

"It's a man-sized job," says Joe, who graduated from Oklahoma A. & M. in 1949 as an E.E. "And it's the kind of job I was looking for when I joined the telephone company.

"I wanted an engineering career that would lead to management responsibilities. Moreover, I wanted that career to be in a growing company, because growth creates real opportunities to get ahead.

"But to take advantage of opportunities as they come along, you must have sound training and experience. The telephone company sees that you get plenty of both. Really useful training, and experience that gives you know-how and confidence. Then, when bigger jobs come your way, you're equipped to handle them.

"If I had it to do all over again, I'd make the same decision about where to find a career. Now — as then — I'll take a growing company."

Joe Hunt is with Southwestern Bell Telephone Company. Interesting career opportunities exist in other Bell Telephone Companies, and in Bell Telephone Laboratories, Western Electric and Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer can give you more information about these companies.

The Scholastic
ROTC FORCES TO ASSEMBLE

AT MILITARY BALL TONIGHT

Queens of Land, Sea, and Air to Reign Over Dance;
Don Glasser's Band to Set Mood for 300 Couples

Three hundred ROTC men and their dates will dance to the music of Don Glasser at the 1957 Military Ball tonight. The dance, a formal affair, will be held from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the LaFortune Student Center. Car permissions have been granted until 2 a.m.

Highlighting the Ball will be the crowning of queens representing each of the three military branches by the respective commanding officers: Col. Milton M. Towner, Air Force; Col. Edwin W. Grenelle, Army; and Capt. Thomas L. Green, Navy.

Miss Ann Gates Rodabaugh, date of General Chairman Bob Duffy, will reign as Queen of the Land. Miss Rodabaugh, from Stuart Manor, N. Y., is a sophomore at Mary Washington College, Fredericksberg, Va.

Miss Mary Needler, date of Donald Machenberg of the NROTC, will reign as Queen of the Sea. Miss Needler, a senior at St. Mary's College, is from Fort Wayne, Ind.

Miss Patricia Glynn, date of AFROTC cadet Brian McMahon, will reign as Queen of the Air. Miss Glynn, of Nyack, N. Y., is a recent graduate of Marymount College, Scranton, Pa.

The featured vocalist with Glasser's orchestra is Miss Lois Costello, "Miss Energy of 1956." Glasser's music follows the "sweet band style" of the Lombardo-Kaye-Garber tradition.

Decorations for the dance will be "military formal," consisting chiefly of unit flags and flowers. Dance Chairman Bob Duffy said this is in line with the committee's objective of making the ball a formal, social tradition on campus. A favor-program will be given each date at the ball.

The commanding officers, executive officers, and their wives will be the chaperones and will form a reception line to meet the couples attending the dance.

The ball is sponsored by the tri-military council, coordinating organization of ROTC units at Notre Dame. John Thomas, of the AFROTC, is president of the council.

Other members of the dance committee in addition to Chairman Duffy, Machenberg, and McMahon, are: Edwin Buckley, Army, business; Robert McHale, Army, tickets; Hugh Plunkett, Army, dates; Dave Noland, Navy, hotels; Robert Cushing, Navy, entertainment; James Behme, Navy, publicity; Frank Hennessey, Air Force, programs; Thomas Berg, Air Force, refreshments; and Albert Reichert, Air Force, decorations.

Prof. Schultz Designs Award-Winning Stamp

A new U.S. postage stamp, commemorating the 100th anniversary of the American Institute of Architects, has been designed by Robert J. Schultz, associate professor of architecture at Notre Dame.

Postmaster General Arthur E. Summerfield has authorized the printing of 120,000,000 of the 3-cent stamps which will be first placed on sale in New York City on Feb. 23, the centennial anniversary of the founding of the AIA.

Schultz was recently awarded the $500 first prize for his stamp design in a nationwide competition sponsored by the AIA. Subsequently his design was officially adopted by the Post Office Department.

In addition to his teaching at Notre Dame, Prof. Schultz is engaged in the professional practice of architecture in association with Frank Montana, head of the department of Architecture.
Second Marriage Lecture Set for Tuesday; Couple to Discuss Male, Female Psychology

The second in a series of six lectures of the Sixth Annual Marriage Institute will be given in Washington Hall next Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. by Mr. and Mrs. David Matthews of South Bend. They will speak on “How the Man and Woman Looks at Marriage.”

The talk will be followed by a question and answer period and a coffee hour in the LaFortune Student Center. Tickets will be sold at the door of Washington Hall.

This is the first appearance of the Matthews as speakers in the Marriage Institute series. They will discuss male and female psychology in relation to the different ways that man and woman look at marriage.

Mr. and Mrs. Matthews were married in December, 1956. They have four children, David, 5, Ann Marie, 4, Cathy, 3, and Maureen, 9 months. They have been members of the Christian Family Movement since 1954.

Mr. Matthews is a graduate of the Notre Dame College of Commerce and the Notre Dame Law School. Presently he is Deputy-Prosecuting Attorney for St. Joseph County. Mrs. Matthews is a graduate of Mundelein College in Chicago.

On Monday, Feb. 18, Rev. Arthur Maloche, diocesan director of family life in Windsor, Ontario, will speak at the Institute on “The Image of the Trinity in Sanctity, Sanity, and Sex.”

Rev. Theodore Hesburgh, C.S.C., president of the University, opened the Marriage Institute series with a lecture on Feb. 5. Father Hesburgh spoke on “Selecting the Marriage Partner.”

Remaining lectures in the series, after Father Maloche, include “The Doctor’s Viewpoint” on Feb. 26 by Dr. Louis B. Leone of Chicago. On March 6, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Strubbe, also of Chicago, will speak on “Unity Through Love.” The series will be concluded on March 12 when Mr. and Mrs. John Clark of Chicago speak on “Success in Marriage.”

SMC Sophs Schedule Annual Winter Carnival

This year’s Winter Carnival at St. Mary’s College has been scheduled for two weekends, Feb. 9 and Feb. 16. A show in St. Angela’s Hall Clubhouse, outdoor activities, and an ice-show will make up the afternoon entertainment.

Tomorrow night, Feb. 9, Ed Pistine and the Lettermen will be on hand to provide the music while Bob Byrnes and the Irish Jazz Quartet will highlight the evening of Feb. 16.

Committee chairmen for the Carnival are: activities, Katherine Miller; arrangements, Gail Clements; decorations, Suzanne Starshak; entertainment, Patricia Carey; finance, Nancy Pugh; hostess, Louise Schulte; house, Gail Kong; bids and invitations, Anne Meagher; publicity, Martha Gillis; refreshments, Patricia Malumhy.

B-X Refunds

Cash refunds will be paid by the Book Exchange to those students whose books have been sold. The redemption period will take place Monday through Friday, from 1 to 4:30 p.m. Bill McCullough, head of the Book Exchange, requests that the students do not forget to bring their receipts.

Rev. Putz Edits Book On Catholicism in U.S.

The history, regional diversity and influence of Catholicism in this country is analyzed in The Catholic Church, USA, a new book recently published by Fides Publishers Association, Chicago. Rev. Louis J. Putz, associate professor of religion at the University of Notre Dame and a national leader in the Catholic Action movement, is editor of the volume which contains essays on various aspects of Catholic life by 25 clergymen and laymen.

Bishop John J. Wright of Worcester, in the introduction, writes that “Catholicism sometimes seems an unknown quantity in the American community.” Despite “widespread and sometimes even violent” anti-Catholic criticism as well as considerable publicity about Catholicism and things Catholic, “Catholicism is in many ways the least well, at least accurately, known of the myriad religions whose names are familiar to Americans,” the prelate contends.

The Catholic Church, USA deals with the history, organizational and financial structure of the Church in America as well as with its relationship to the Vatican and its far-flung parochial school system. It also treats the Church’s influence, or lack of it, in such areas as racial segregation, labor and the intellectual life. A third section traces the growth and development of the Church in New England, the Rural Midwest, and the Deep South and other geographical areas.


YCS 'Study Day' Discusses Student Goals, Responsibility

The YCS held its annual Study Day at Eagle River, Michigan between semesters this year.

The purpose of the Study Day was to determine the general principles of “Student Social Responsibility,” examine past YCS activities, and to plan the program for this semester.

“Student social responsibility in the community of the hall, college, and university,” was the topic developed by the sophomore group leaders. Leaders from the college groups discussed and built their program around “How the Catholic college graduate fits into a profession and the rest of society.”

The Scholastic
Lack of Qualified Student Leaders Deplored
By Leadership Training Program Speakers

More than 200 students from Notre Dame and St. Mary's College attended the Student Leadership Training program last weekend in the LaFortune Student Center.

The program featured major addresses by Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C., president of Notre Dame; the Rev. Celestin J. Steiner, president of the University of Detroit; and the Rev. James Norton, vice-president of student affairs. In special seminar sessions the students discussed the "what, why, and how" of leadership both on the campus and in the world at large.

The conference opened Friday evening with Father Steiner's address in which he defined a leader as "anyone who makes a significant impact on the thought or actions, or the thinking or acting, of the people in his environment." He also outlined qualities necessary in a leader, stressing the fact that such men or women must "know and like people." Following the talk, the students had an opportunity to discuss the points of the speech among themselves and with Father Steiner personally.

Saturday's sessions were devoted to "role playing," with the students acting out the roles of different types of leaders, and a discussion of the role of the individual in student government.

Sunday morning at the Communion Breakfast in the Morris Inn, Father Hesburgh spoke on the "why" of leadership and the need for good leaders both at Notre Dame and throughout the world.

Father Norton spoke Sunday afternoon on the amount of authority a student has and the fields which are open to student leaders. Representatives of the SCHOLASTIC, Dome, WSND, student government, the Blue Circle, NSA, YCS, and the NFCCS were present to answer questions and talk with the students.

According to Jerry Murphy, vice-president of the student body, no conclusion can be drawn from these meetings, but it is hoped that the results will show in producing better Notre Dame student and graduate leaders in the future.

Meanwhile, the Hall President's council met this past week under the guidance of Chairman Murphy to "find out just what is the council's position in student government." This self-evaluation program was stimulated by the Leadership Training program.

Securities Purchased
By Finance Students

Forty finance students in Notre Dame's College of Commerce are scanning the stock market quotations with more than casual interest these days. Members of Prof. Thomas Murphy's "Investments" class recently became "stockholders" by purchasing approximately $1300 worth of securities.

Actual student purchase of securities, an unusual opportunity in collegiate business education, has been made possible by the College of Commerce Advisory Council Investment Fund. The $10,000 fund was created by William R. Daley, Cleveland, O. industrialist, and a member of the advisory group.

The Notre Dame commerce students chose two unidentified stocks for their initial purchase. Before the class as a whole made its choice, each of the forty students prepared a written analysis of a particular industry and of a company within that industry. The class decided on its investment after scrutinizing the background and financial status of the various firms.

The stocks were purchased through Albert McGann Securities, Inc., South Bend, by a student committee composed of David Solomon, Johnstown, Pa.; Vincent Hohl, Copley, Pa.; and James Burns, Monrovia, Calif.

According to Prof. Murphy, the students will purchase additional stocks later in the year as they build a security portfolio. He described the Investment Fund as a "valuable teaching tool which has inspired unusual student interest."

Serving as faculty directors of the Investment Fund are: Dean James Culliton; Prof. LeClair, and Prof. Murphy.

Ticket Sale Announced
For Greco Appearance

Tickets for the performance of Jose Greco and his troupe of Spanish dancers will be sold Wednesday and Thursday at the Washington Hall box office from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. and from 6 to 8 p.m.

There are approximately 400 seats remaining after the advance sale of season tickets. The prices for Notre Dame students and faculty and for St. Mary's girls are $1 for the balcony and $1.50 for the orchestra. For others the price is $1.50 for the balcony and $2 for the orchestra.

The Greco troupe will perform in Washington Hall at 8:15 p.m. Feb. 21. This is the third performance of this year's Concert and Lecture Series.
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the new draft program
and the college man

by Frank Spiering

1955 will go down in history as the year that the United States of America adopted the policy of Universal Military Training. The effects of this program have affected and will continue to affect the future of every citizen.

It was with a great amount of deliberation that President Eisenhower proposed this plan to unify our national defenses. Congress accepted it with heated debate and controversy. In essence the program provides for two important aspects of peacetime mobilization:

1. An active military force, prepared and ready at all times.
2. An organized reserve, capable of banding together on a unit basis.

WHAT DOES THIS PROGRAM INCLUDE?

All men from the ages of nineteen to twenty-five are eligible for the draft. Of these, four out of every five will definitely be inducted. The draft now summons 15,000 men a month.

WHY IS THE DRAFT NECESSARY?

There are two reasons why induction into the armed services is inevitable. First, in order to build a strong army which will adequately protect the nation, 2.1 million new men are needed by June 30, 1959. Secondly, the backlog of eligible individuals who are older than twenty-one has dwindled. Consequently, the regular drafting age is between nineteen and twenty-one.

WHO IS DEFERRED FROM THE DRAFT?

Those who will not be drafted, except in the case of a national emergency include:

1. Fathers of children.
2. Men from the ages of twenty-six to thirty-five.
3. Undergraduate and graduate students.

Undergraduate and graduate students are subject to take a Selective Service Examination which they must pass to remain in deferred status. An undergraduate must have a score of "70," and a graduate, wishing to continue his studies, must have a score of "80." However, if you are in this category you are still eligible to be drafted until you are thirty-five.

WHAT IS THE DRAFT?

If you are drafted you must serve two years active duty and continue in the Regular Reserve for an additional two years. One who is in the Regular Reserve must attend weekly drills and must take part in two week maneuvers each summer.

Recently, these restrictions have been modified, giving the eligible draftee a choice. He may accept the regular conditions of service, or he can enroll in the new Six Month's Training Program.

WHAT IS THIS NEW PROGRAM?

In order to be eligible for this program you must enroll before receiving your induction papers. It consists of six months active service, followed by five and a half years of Regular Reserve.

After this time you gain inactive status on a standby basis for two more years.

The armed services pose a tremendously complex and crucial problem to all who are subject to them. They are necessary, and yet they can be costly to your future unless you are willing to survey the problem from every viewpoint.

If the nation is to be secure in the future it must continue to build its defenses. By learning the part you can play in this plan you will not only be putting yourself in a better position, but you will be helping to safeguard America.
OCS Program

The following is a list of opportunities for the College graduate in the Armed Services: In order to qualify for these programs you must not have received an induction notice.

NAVAL OFFICER CANDIDATE PROGRAM

The various designations in this program include:

1. Line—The functional naval officer, eligible for command at sea makes up the bulk of the Navy.
2. Staff—Professional specialists who are in the following corps: Medical Service, Medical Corps, Dental Corps, Supply Corps, and Civil Engineering Corps.
3. Restricted Line—This category is limited to applicants not physically qualified for Line, who have an engineering or scientific background.
4. Aviation—A Naval Aviator who comes under the Line status.

To apply for this program there are no restrictions concerning marital status.

When you are sent to Officer Candidate School you are in the Naval Reserve on active duty. Your classification is Seaman Apprentice, receiving $85.80 a month, unmarried. Indoctrination period takes place at Newport, Rhode Island, and is 16 weeks duration. Upon graduation you will be commissioned an Ensign, earning $222.30 a month. You will then be required to serve three years of active duty.

MARINE OFFICER CANDIDATE PROGRAM

At the end of your senior year you will be sent to Quantico, Virginia, for a ten week training period. Upon successful completion of the course you will be commissioned as a Second Lieutenant. Requirements are basically the same as the Navy’s and the pay scale is proportionate to that of an Ensign. Three years active duty is required for this program, after which you may apply for a regular commission if you wish to continue in the Marine corps.

MARINE AVIATION CANDIDATE COURSE

This program includes a training program of ten weeks at Quantico, after which a commission is granted for successful completion.

AIR FORCE CADET

Only a limited number of graduates are accepted into this program. You must be between 19 and 26 to enroll. Four years active duty are required for all who are commissioned.

COAST GUARD O. C. SCHOOL

This course is open only to college graduates. You must sign up within 120 days of graduation. A 17 week course follows after which you graduate as an Ensign. Service requirement is three years active duty.

If you wish to go on to graduate school you must follow this procedure:

1. Have the Dean of the Graduate School send the Draft Board notification of your acceptance for advanced studies.
2. Have your class standing sent in.
3. Write the Draft Board a personal letter, telling them of your interests and the steps you have taken. Remind them of your score on the College Qualification Test and of your class standing. Request a continuation of your II-S Deferment.
The way he pummeled the big bag caught our attention. The other boxers were sweating easily, working on their footwork, and practicing some combination over and over. But this guy wanted to kill the big bag. Sweating profusely and making growling noises, he kept up such a steady beat of jabs and haymakers that we thought the guy holding the bag would drop from exhaustion. I motioned for Chick to take a pic. The flash must have interrupted his train of thought.

“What are youse guys got there? A camera?”

“Yeah, Mac,” I said, “we want to do a story on the Bengals and we thought we’d get some action shots for the Scholastic.”

He tried to rub the sweat out of his eyes with his glove. I threw him an old T-shirt. “Thanks. Well I can tell youse guys all you want to know. I’ve been studying up on all the old fights. Just back about ten years, you understand, but you can learn a lot from the old pugs’ mistakes. I’m scientific myself.”

“Well, I’m John and this is Chick.”

We shook his glove.

“My name’s George Winkler, but youse guys can call me Lash. All my friends do. I’m a senior in bizad and I’m taking an opera course this semester. Anything else you want to know?”

“Why do they call you Lash?,” I asked. “Is it because of the way you swing your leather?”

He blinked. “No, nothing like that.”

Feeling that I was treading on dangerous ground and not wishing to antagonize him by asking why he’s taking an opera course, I asked him to tell us about the history of the Bengals. It was very exciting the way he gave us a blow by blow description of every fight.
but all I remember is that the Bengal Bouts are sponsored by the Knights of Columbus Council on campus and that the proceeds go to the Bengal Missions. The bouts will take place next month in the Fieldhouse, and a boxing celebrity will referee the championship bouts. While I was writing all this down, he gave me a light jab.

"Hey, if you put me in that story, work in something about steel-like sinews will you? I read a Ring Lardner story once and the fighter had steel-like sinews. It sounds pretty literary, don't it?"

I assured him that it did and that I would do my best.

"Have you done any amateur boxing, Lash? I don't remember seeing you on last year's card!"

"No, John, you see I'm not a glory boy. Say I had gone out freshmen year, and maybe taken the trophy away from some deserving junior or senior. Do you think I could stop at that? No, I would have to defend my crown every year. That means that three other guys would never get a chance for a trophy. I think one trophy is enough for any man. As I say, I'm not in this for the glory. It's more of a way of life. A lonely one at that."

"Why do you say it's lonely?"

"Oh, of course, you've got the fellows that you spar around with, but when
you have to keep in shape, and get plenty of sack action, there’s not much time for a social life. That’s why Marciano quit, you know. And if you guys think that St. Mary’s girls take an interest in a guy’s hobbies, you’re punchy. I admit this semester I’ll be able to discuss operas with them, but there ain’t one of them that wants to watch my old fight movies.”

“What weight class are you fighting in?” It wasn’t a stupid question, as he’s really not very tall.

He patted his stomach proudly. “It was rough going, but I’ve made the heavyweight class.” He patted some more. “Four years of training in spite of the dining hall food.”

“Well at least you’re proud of it,” Chick said.

“Sure I take pride in my training!” Chick pushed his index finger in up to the knuckle, “I meant that beer gut.”

“Listen, you don’t want to fool around with a quick-forming beer gut in this business. They can’t take much punishment, while a muscle gut wears your opponent down. No, I got this from milk-rich malts. You have to train right. I admit I have a beer now and then. It’s a food, too, you know. But I do some road work for it. Every Sun-

day I jog up into Michigan for a few brews, and then jog back.”

“Well, aren’t you thirsty when you get back?”

“No, I leave the pretzels alone.”

“Have you learned anything new about boxing in your four years out here?”

“Why yes, I have to say that I have,” he said. Big Joe taught me a lot about motion and the axiom that a fist and a jaw can exist in the same place. He helped me a lot considering that I’m scientific-minded.”

“Who is Big Joe?”

“He was my philosophy prof. I had
him last semester for the philosophy of nature. One thing, he's a dirty fighter. He grades below the belt, and my friend Frank."

"Well, let's forget about that," I said. "Oh don't worry, he won't read the Scholastic."

I tried to calm him down. "Look, Lash, this is your story. You say that you don't fight for the glory. What makes you drive yourself this way?"

He smiled. "Fighters are like gladiators used to be. We all fight to have beautiful girls swarm around. You've heard it said that everyone loves a fat man. I wouldn't know anything about that, just being a trifle stout, but I can tell you this: everyone loves a hero. Even if you get cut up a bit, the girls admire you and want to mother you. There's nothing more impressive to a girl than a gold trophy."

"What do you think about when you're in the ring?"

"Like I told you, I think of my girl."

"She must be a nurse," Chick grinned."

"We better get going Lash," I said."

"Could you give us an idea of your strategy?"

"Well, I don't want to really show my stuff in here, so the other guys can get me pegged. But I've worked out two systems. I try and please the crowd. I dance around keeping leather in the other bum's face. The crowd likes to see a stout fighter show a little fancy footwork. But if the guy gets wise and tries to rough it up early, I just barge in like Fullmer. I've got the armor to wear him out and once I connect with a few combinations, that's it bro. Hey, it's my turn to do a little sparring."

"Go right ahead, Lash. I want Chick to get some action shots."

"Don't forget to keep your dukes up," Chick said. We couldn't hear what he mumbled through his mouthpiece, but we're sure that he won't.
Ed Pistey played and 350 couples danced to what gatecrasher Frank Spiering called the “most enthusiastic Center party of the year.”

The cast of Carousel was there, but the surprise hit of the evening was Remy singing “Old Man River.”
CABARET

Photography by
Dean Singewald

"HERB SCORED, WHY CAN'T I?"

"IT COULDN'T BE TRUE."

"DON'T WORRY, HE'LL BE RIGHT BACK!"
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The musical that fascinated Broadway for so many months, Carousel, opened in O’Laughlin Auditorium at St. Mary’s College Wednesday night and highly pleased a small opening night audience. After various setbacks in the past two weeks a cast of 70 students took the music, lyrics, and book by Rogers and Hammerstein and proved once again the vitality of the musical as well as their adeptness.

The male lead, Robert Vrancken, who also took the leading role in last spring’s Finnian’s Rainbow, came from a hospital the day before to offer a very nice performance. However, the production lost the complete services of Patricia Quinlan, who was scheduled to play Nettie. Miss Quinlan is expected to be fit for tonight’s curtain. These disappointments did not seem to bother, to any great extent, Director Edward Warren and his players. Even though the play did seem spotty in various places, and unity was lacking between a few scenes, it is probable that by this weekend a well polished production will be achieved.

Wednesday evening the dancing chorus at times showed a good deal of skill with the rather simple movements, but there was a noticeable awkwardness in the ballet number. However, Peter Dodge and Ciretta Ann Buczkowski displayed a professional grace in the last few scenes. Dodge was especially entertaining, and gave a breath of freshness to the dancing. He was last seen on the Washington Hall stage in his portrayal of Og in Finnian last spring.

The singing chorus handled the tunes very well, except on one occasion when Mr. Rocco Germano, the music director, was forced to remind them of the gayety of a song.

The audience was presented for the first time with the talent of Miss Susan Hacker, the female lead, in the role of Julie Jordan. Miss Hacker possesses a delicate singing voice which one thrilled to. She is quite capable singing the ballad, “If I Loved You” as well as the happiest tune in the show, “June Is

Bustin’ Out All Over.” The volume of her voice, however, is low at times. Miss Hacker acted as well as she sang. The death scene of Billy Bigelow was her weakest showing, but she was vibrant during the love scene with Billy and tender when she told him of her pregnancy. Susan Hacker should definitely improve, and we look forward to other performances by the young lady.

Vrancken, although not in the best of health, played a difficult role with a certain amount of precision. He was called upon to express nearly every emotion and did all convincingly. The audience followed him well throughout the show, proving his ability. His death was a bit over-played, but this is a complex task for any actor.

His voice during several of the songs was weak. This, probably, can be attributed to his illness. Vrancken’s most fascinating performance was the “Soliloquy,” where he avoided a touch of stiffness exhibited in other tunes.

Another familiar face accompanied the role of Carrie Pipperidge—that of Suzanne Brown. Miss Brown starred in Finnian’s Rainbow also. Her voice is well suited for the musical, and she achieved a magnificent contact with the audience. She sang “When I Marry Mr. Snow” and established the rapport that was never lost. A comedy height was reached in the show when she and Joseph Maier displayed the art of self-defense.

Maier, who played the cut-throat, acted the part well. His occasional foray into the role of the subtle comic supplied the audience with many laughs. He was the reason for Billy’s downfall, but he was thoroughly enjoyable during the entire time. His voice was also good and added to the quality of his performance.

One of the most interesting and amusing characters of the play was Mr. Snow, enacted by Martin Tierney. Tierney played the bashful and reserved boy friend and husband of Carrie Pipperidge. Created by the writers to apply the gentle barbs directed at New England conservativism, the character was carefully interpreted by Tierney, and he produced a most pitiable Mr. Snow. His duets with Miss Brown drew much praise from the audience.

Eleanor Murphy replaced Patricia Quinlan in the role of Nettie on less than three day notice and contributed a remarkable performance. Her acting was above average, and for the most part her songs were well executed. She portrayed a very convincing ‘aunt’, reaching her best when she sang “You’ll Never Walk Alone.”

The role of Louise, the daughter of Billy Bigelow, was taken by Miss Margaret Barnish. She danced quite well, and sparkled especially during her routine with Dodge. In the part of the lonely little girl she supported Miss Hacker extremely well during the scene when Billy returns to earth.

Robert Moran provided further excellent comedy as the Starkeeper and Dr. Seldon. Never has Moran walked on the stage when he hasn’t delighted the audience with his character roles. His timing during his two short appearances was extraordinary.

Another newcomer to the vicinity is Ann Hurley. She executed the part of Mrs. Mullen adequately, although at times became quite dramatic.

The show is well worth seeing. The acting and the singing are both, on the whole, done well. The production, which runs until Sunday night, should reach its peak sometime this weekend.

The Scholastic
SMC Slates Concert
By Marian Anderson

Marian Anderson, world-famous American contralto, will present a concert Thursday, Feb. 14 in the O'Laughlin Auditorium on the St. Mary's College campus. The program, a part of the annual national tour by Miss Anderson, will begin at 8:30 p.m.

Miss Anderson began her current itinerary following appearances in Verdi's "Masked Ball" with the Metropolitan Opera, where she made her debut last January.

In the past three years, she has sung not only in the United States but in Japan, Korea, Israel, South America, North Africa and in England, Scandinavia, Spain and France.

One of the world's most honored artists, Miss Anderson has received awards and degrees from cities, universities, societies and governments. Among these was the $10,000 Bok award which she received from her native Philadelphia in 1942 and which has been used to establish a foundation that has given assistance to more than 50 promising young singers.

Last year Philadelphia dedicated the $75,000 Marian Anderson Recreation Center in the neighborhood where the artist spent her childhood.

The singer has performed nearly 1,400 concerts before more than 5 million persons. Millions more know her through radio broadcasts, television appearances, and many recordings.

Ticket information and reservations for the performance may be obtained by writing Box 114, St. Mary's College, Notre Dame, Ind., or calling CE 3-9042. The ticket office in O'Laughlin Auditorium is open week days from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m.

Applications to Close Feb. 17
For Navy Reserve Program

Sophomores or juniors interested in obtaining a commission in the U.S. Navy upon graduation, and who are not now affiliated with any military program have until Sunday, Feb. 17, to submit their application for the Reserve Officer Candidate program.

This program requires two summer sessions of eight weeks each at Newport, R.I., and offers a commission as Ensign, USNR, upon receipt of a baccalaureate degree. In the case of juniors, the second summer session may be completed immediately after receipt of a degree.

Further information can be obtained from the director of the Office for Military Affairs, Rev. Robert Woodward, C.S.C., or from the professor of naval science of the campus NROTC unit.

Engineering & Science Students!
Representatives of the world's largest aircraft manufacturer
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO.
will be on campus to interview for positions in design, development and testing of aircraft and missiles. Openings in Santa Monica, Long Beach, or El Segundo, Calif., and Tulsa, Okla.

See the Placement Bureau for Interview Appointment on FEBRUARY 14 and 15

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
California Research Corporation and other Subsidiaries

Representatives will be on the campus Feb. 11 and 12, 1957 to interview

• CHEMISTS
• CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
• ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
• MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

FOR CAREER EMPLOYMENT in California and other areas
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You've been contacted by many companies, all offering many and varied advantages. But you owe it to yourself to consider which of these will, in the long run, offer a future that will keep pace with your ability.

At Martin you'll have a chance to measure your background against your chosen engineering field, whether it is aerodynamics, electronics, nuclear, electrical, civil, chemical or mechanical. Your future will grow with an expanding company, pioneering in tomorrow's sciences as well as projects a decade in advance—anti-gravity research and ion propulsion.

**MARTIN**

**BALTIMORE**

Measure your opportunity now.
Contact your placement office for an appointment with the Martin representative visiting this campus

**FEBRUARY 18**

---

**Dorsey Band to Play At '57 Junior Prom**

Preparations are underway for the May 3 Junior Prom and the Prom committee has tentatively signed Jimmy Dorsey and his band for the dance.

The Student Senate has granted permission for the Navy Drill Hall to be used as the site of the dance. This also is tentative, since a Notre Dame Band concert is scheduled in the Drill Hall on the day preceding the Prom. This will leave little time for decorating the Hall.

Dates for ticket sales have been set for sometime during the last week in March. As yet, the price of tickets has not been determined.

As a supplement to the Prom on Friday night, the committee is working on plans for a Dinner Dance and a Communion Breakfast for the Prom couples. Efforts are being made to obtain a name speaker from out of town to speak at the Communion Breakfast.

In order that the girls may know what to wear on these various occasions, a pamphlet is being prepared containing this information, which will be sent to each of the girls who will accompany a junior to the Prom.

Refreshments will be served at the Prom.

The juniors who have been appointed to fill the prom-committee posts are: Jack Doyle, general chairman; Charles Susano, business; Charles Henzy, tickets; Stu McKeever and Gene Bertoncini, entertainment; Don Corbett, publicity; Jerry Shank and Gerald Hayes, decorations; Don Roney, refreshments; Tom Murphy, hotels; Joe Ryan, Communion Breakfast; John Hirschfeld, Dinner Dance.

More complete information about ticket sales will be given in subsequent issues of the Scholastic. Any questions about the Prom will be answered in 1 Sorin or 38 Pangborn.

**ND Delegation to Attend Catholic Student Meeting**

The University is sending a delegation to the Tri-Regional Workshop of the National Federation of Catholic College Students at Saint Xavier College in Chicago on Feb. 16-17.

Among the representatives from Notre Dame will be Pat Logan, student body president; Jerry Murphy, student body vice-president; Bob Kiley, NSA regional representative and Tony Yurchak, senior delegate of the NFCCS on campus.

John Bure, senior political science major, will preside over the international affairs seminar on the afternoon of Feb. 16 at the conference.
Indoor Track Team Hosts Purdue Saturday; Irish Impressive at Michigan State Relays

By TED THOMPSON

Following their fine showing at the Michigan State Relays last Saturday, the Notre Dame tracksters will entertain Purdue in the Fieldhouse tomorrow afternoon at 1:30. Notre Dame was definitely among the team standouts at East Lansing as they walked off with three first places and the same number of seconds.

Bill Keegan and Aubrey Lewis led the Irish to their very promising showing. Although no team winner is announced, Notre Dame finished second to Missouri in the unofficial point count.

Keegan was the only individual winner for the Irish, posting a :31.4 mark in the 300-yard dash, as compared to Lewis in the 75-yard intermediate hurdles. Davis tied the record Lewis set last year, topping the timbers in :08.3. Mike Kauffman took a fourth in the shot, but his best throw was only 5'3 1/8" inches out of second place.

However, the meet is called the Michigan State Relays, and it was in the relays that the Irish excelled. Aubrey Lewis, following the quarters of Bill Keegan, Barkley Ewart, and Joe Foreman, will handle the quarter and will probably form the nucleus of the mile relay squad. The fourth member will be chosen during the meet.

Two good half-milers, senior Al Porzynowicz, Bob Huetz, and Neil Wallace, will be used to fill the open berths on the mile relay squad. The fourth member will handle the quarter and will probably be chosen during the meet.

The two-mile will feature Stan Wegryniewicz, Bob Huetz, and Neil Wallace. Some of the distance men may be used to fill the open berths on the mile relay team.

In the field events, Mike Kauffman, the other co-captain with Keegan, will handle the shotputting chores. Soph George Chappell will help out.

Jack Cote, a South Bend junior letter winner, was scheduled to handle the broad jump, high jump, and pole vault, but a hand injury he sustained at Michigan State will prevent him from competing in the pole vault. However, he'll still be available for use in the other two events.

He'll be joined by Lou Pilliod and Foley in the broad jump and Mike Kearns in the high jump. John Stephens and Jim Redmond will take over for Cote in the pole vault.

The underdog Purdue team is paced by pole vaulters Bill Jones and Jim Johnston and distance and middle distance men Vic Blumenthal, Ron Ethershan, and Paul Hoestine.
Though Coach Branch McCracken's Hoosiers were outclassed at the end, they did manage several leads. The biggest margin was at 25-17 and they managed a tie at 62-all shortly after Captain John Smyth fouled out with 13 minutes remaining in the first half.

Smyth's replacement, Jack Bedan, lasted only a minute when he was forced to leave the floor because of an injury. With the addition of Joe Morelli the speedy lineup turned the game into a rout with a flurry of points that pushed the lead to 79-66 in the next four minutes.

Nationally ranked Canisius outlasted the Irish Saturday night at the Buffalo Memorial Auditorium when they bested the Irish 94-89 in two overtimes before 10,000 fans.

The Irish, starting on a two game swing into the East, matched the Golden Griffins at 74-all after the regulation time and again after the first five minute overtime the score was deadlocked at 82.

Baskets by Bobby Devine, Hawkins and Smyth gave the Irish an 89-88 advantage in the second overtime period but with play-making guard Tom Sullivan out of action due to personals, the Irish were shorthanded for their stalling tactics. Joe Leone stole the ball from the Irish "freeze" and counted for a quick basket to make it 90-89. Then Hank Nowak stole the ball for a marker and a 92-89 margin with less than a minute playing time remaining. Leone added another basket before the final whistle, giving the Griffins their 15th win in 17 starts.

Last Monday, with McCarthy and Bob Plump, a 5-11 guard, were accounting for 70 points between them. Guzek hit for 14 of 28 from the floor and added 10 charity throws for a total of 38 points. Butler as a team hit for 14 of 28 from the floor and a 92-89 margin with less than a minute playing time remaining. Leone added another basket before the final whistle, giving the Griffins their 15th win in 17 starts.

Second semester activity at home for the Irish basketballers got under way Tuesday evening, Jan. 29, with O'Brien and Beals serving as the leading reserves.

Another return engagement will take place Wednesday night when the Irish travel to the state capital to meet Butler. The Bulldogs downed the ND basketballers January 5th here when Ted Gusek tapped in a missed shot with seconds remaining to give Butler an 86-84 victory.

That evening the Bulldogs managed to contain the Irish through the use of a collapsing zone defense while Gusek and Bob Plump, a 5-11 guard, were accounting for 70 points between them. Gusek hit for 14 of 28 from the floor and added 10 charity throws for a total of 38 points. Butler as a team hit for 14 of 61 from the floor for an excellent 52.5 percentage besides adding 22 of 28 free throws.

Although virtually knocked out of contention in their conference by St. Joe's last Saturday night, the Bulldogs will be playing to make it two in a row over the Irish. Besides Gusek and Plump, the starting lineup will probably include Shedrick Mitchell (6-3), Hank Foster (6-4) at the center spot, and Wally Cox (6-3) working the other guard post.

Second semester activity at home for the Irish basketballers got under way Tuesday evening, Jan. 29, with the Jordan men downing intra-state rival Indiana by a 94-82 count.

Forwards Tom Hawkins and John McCarthy pushed a total of 65 points through the hoop in leading the Irish to their ninth win in 15 starts. McCarthy, enjoying his finest night on the court, hit 14 of 22 field goal attempts while cashing in on seven of ten free throws, 19 of these markers coming in the first half.

Kickoff Dinner Opens Annual Bengal Bouts

The 1957 Bengal Bouts officially got underway last Monday night with a kickoff dinner at Eddie's. The contestants themselves, over 60 strong, began training this week under the capable direction of Dominic "Nappy" Napolitan.

Present at the dinner were all the committee members, Joe Doyle of the South Bend Tribune, Joe Boland of WSBT and Joe Bride representing the Sports Publicity Department.

Banquet Chairman, Chuck Grace introduced all of the guests as well as the committee. Bengal Bout Chairman Terry Conway pointed out the necessity of supporting the bouts since all of the funds go to the Begal Missions.

The bouts are slated for March 25, 27 and 29, with tickets going on sale early in March. Season tickets will be sold for $1.00. Crowley said that "the students should think of it as a dollar for the missions rather than for the fights.

Highlight of the three night event will be the awarding of the Bengal Bout Award. This trophy is given annually to the fighter, who during the past year, has done the most for boxing. Recipient of the award this year will be named in the near future.

Tyler's Picks of the Week

TONIGHT:
Seton Hall over Temple
Dayton over Villanova
Army over Siena
Bowling Green over Ohio U.
California over Oregon State
Syracuse over Holy Cross
Kentucky over Mississippi
UCLA over Washington

SATURDAY:
Niagara over Holy Cross
Canisius over Manhattan
Notre Dame over Loyola
Seton Hall over LaSalle
Syracuse over Army
Butler over Ball State
Bradley over Marquette
Providence over Brown
Buffalo over Toronto
Cincinnati over Regis
Wake Forrest over Clemson
Pennsylvania over Regis

SEASON:
59 Right; 11 Wrong; Pct. .843

The Scholastic
Swimming Club Upsets Ohio as Records Fall; Face North Central Tomorrow in Rock Pool

by ROGER LAUR

Last Saturday afternoon in the Rockne Memorial pool, the Notre Dame Swimming Club upset a highly favored Ohio University team by the close score of 47-39. Coupled with an earlier 1957 victory over Chicago, 57-29, the club, as yet unrecognized as a varsity team, now boasts a 3 win and 2 loss record.

Today, at 2 p.m., North Central College of Naperville, Ill., will be the opponent as the Irish attempt to extend their winning streak at the Rockne pool. Over-all team depth, as witnessed by the fact that Ohio won six out of ten first places on Saturday but still failed to win, has been the club's forte this season.

LUNDRIGAN BIG SURPRISE

Tom Londrigan, competing in the 440 yard freestyle, was the biggest surprise of Saturday's meet. His winning time of 5:17.6 set a new pool and a new team record. The old record of 5:21.4 had been set by Al Von Wormer of Loyola in 1955 at the first intercollegiate swim meet held at Notre Dame by the present club. The Irish 400 yard medley relay team of Jim Garrity, Ed Healy, Tom Moran, and Dick Nagle also set a new pool record of 4:20.6, while Ohio's Dave Costill in the 220 yard free style and Al Lephart in the 200 yard breast stroke broke existing pool records in their events.

In the Chicago meet, held on Jan. 30, the club had a fairly easy time in chalk up a 57-29 victory. Jim Garrity broke a team record with 2:25.7 in the 200 yard backstroke, while Mike Connelly set what then was a team record of 5:19 in the 440 yard freestyle event.

NORTH CENTRAL STRONG

North Central has been outstanding in the past as one of the best small college swimming teams in the midwest. Last year the Cardinals beat out 18 other teams to win the Midwest Invitational Swimming Meet. Co-captain John Molitor, swimming in the 220 and 440 yard freestyle events, as well as the 400 yard freestyle relay, and Jim Rank, who swims in the 200 yard butterfly, 100 yard freestyle, and the 400 yard freestyle relay, are the men to watch on the North Central team. Then, on Friday, February 15 at 4:30 p.m., the Irish have another meet in the "Rock," with Ball State providing the opposition.

Paul Kerwin in the free style sprints and Captain Mike Connolly in the free style distances have been the pace setters thus far on the Notre Dame Swimming Club. Club president Ed Healy has been hurt somewhat by filling in at the breast stroke event in addition to his diving duties. Kerwin, Connolly and Healy are all seniors. Sophomores Jim Garrity and Dick Kadis are one and two in the 200 yard breast stroke and each swims in at least one other individual event plus the 400 yard medley relay. The freshmen this year have been particularly promising. Tom Kennedy, who has been doing very well this year in the free style sprints, was an All-American swimmer in high school, as was Tom Moran who competes in the butterfly events and is third man on the 400 yard medley relay. A third yearling is diver Paul Chestnut who has maintained about a .500 winning record this season.

Wrestlers Whip Chicago; Two Illinois Teams Next

Two important matches for Notre Dame's improving wrestling team will be featured at 3:30 this afternoon and Saturday at 2:00 p.m. in the Navy Drill Hall. Today the grapplers tussle with Western Illinois and tomorrow Northern Illinois of DeKalb will provide the opposition.

Both are expected to be rugged matches for ND, now showing a 2-3 won-lost record and overwhelming 34-0 winners in their last meet against Chicago nearly a week ago. Last winter Northern Illinois was beaten by the Irish but their fellow state school from Macomb merged the victors in a close and exciting match over the Notre Dame squad.

Coach Tom Fallon is depending mainly on the consistent improvement of sophomore Jim Rankin, a 137-pounder with three straight wins, Bucky O'Connor, sporting a 4-1 record in his 177-pound class and wrestling captain Terry Crowley, who also has subdued four of the five opponents he has faced in his 147-pound specialty.

Against the University of Chicago last Saturday, the Irish swept through all eight matches, gaining pins in five of them. Buddy Day, in the 123-pound division, gathered five points for Notre Dame in the first event by pinning his man. Jim Rankin, who had managed to shed several pounds, dropped into the 130-pound match and quickly pinned his opponent. Two more pins were registered by Jack Mullikin and Bob Pivonka in the 137 and 147-pound struggles. Captain Crowley out-wrestled his man for a decision triumph as Coach Fallon moved him ahead from his usual welter-weight class to the 157 division. Mel Larson followed with a decision victory in the 167-pound event and Bucky O'Connor easily pinned his man in the 177-pound class. In his first wrestling match, Bronko Nagurski overpowered his opponent in the final heavyweight clash.
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Victorious Fencers Face Iowa, Ind. Tech

The Notre Dame Fencing team won its first two matches of the 1957 season by downing Oberlin College 21-6 and the University of Buffalo, 15-12 in a triangular meet in the Notre Dame Fieldhouse last Saturday afternoon. In the third match, Buffalo won over Oberlin 15-12.

Pierre DuVair in the foil division, Joe Klein and Dick Fagon in the sabres, and epee men Denis Hemmerle and John Kearns led Coach Walter Langford's charges over Oberlin. Klein and Hemmerle each won three times while DuVair, Fagon and Kearns took two wins apiece. Dave Katz won two foil matches for the losers.

The Irish lost both the foil and sabre divisions to Buffalo by identical scores of 5-4. Denis Plewniak, John Hamilton and Jim Gunning game UB their early lead by winning six matches among them. However, Hemmerle, who is co-captain of the squad, and Terry Laughlin led the way in the epee division to overcome the deficit and clinch the victory.

Notre Dame's fencers will next be in action tomorrow afternoon on the basketball court in the ND Fieldhouse. They will oppose Iowa and Indiana Tech in another triangular meet scheduled to get under way at 1:30.

How to Watch A Fencing Match

By JOE BRIDE

This is the second in a two-part series on Fencing by Joe Bride, senior assistant in the Department of Sports Publicity.

One of the most difficult things to understand about fencing is the theoretical right-of-way. It occurs when both fencers touch and one is not clearly ahead of the other. The director in the foil and sabre determines who has it, and awards the touch accordingly.

Here is how the director determines it. The fencers engage in a "give-and-take" effort, trying to touch. One attacks. If the defender parries and then attempts to touch he has the right-of-way. The action of the defender is a riposte. If the defender attempts to touch without parrying, he has no right-of-way.

If the original attacker parries and starts a counter-riposte, he has the right-of-way. If he starts a counter-riposte without parrying he has no right-of-way continues with each action, back and forth.

The theoretical right-of-way has been violated by the offensive fencer who attempts to touch before the attack is completed, and by the offensive fencer who attempts to touch after having been parried and before the riposte is completed. Without the right-of-way, the fencer will have the touch scored against him unless he lands one full action ahead, and this is not normal in collegiate fencing.

At the fourth match watch the different techniques between the weapons.

With the foil, the object of duelling was to kill or disable your opponent by thrusting the point into his body. Foil fencing carries on this spirit, thus the point must be scored by a thrust. In the true sense of the foil it would be useless to touch with any portion of the weapon that would not kill or wound.

Because of this, you will often hear the judges say that a touch was not good but paisse or flat.

A touch is paisse when the point of the blade makes only glancing contact. A touch is flat if the thrust is straight and good but the point does not touch.

It would be also useless to touch without a theoretical right-of-way. The foil dueller did not want to be touched because he could be killed or seriously wounded. And in foil fencing without the theoretical right-of-way, the fencer would be interested in touching his opponent only, and not protecting himself. This idea of reacting normally to a threat by a sharp point governs the play.

The target in the foil is the trunk of the body. The weapon has a small bell-shaped guard for the hand and a flexible four-sided blade.

In the sabre, the same spirit prevails as in the foil, and the target includes anything above the waistline. Points may be scored by hitting with the front edge and upper third of the back edge as well as the point. This weapon has a flexible three-sided blade and a large round covering for the hand.

In the epee, touches are valid any place on the body and equipment, excluding the weapon. There is no such thing as right-of-way. It was fenced to

(Continued on page 33)
A Hungarian Reports

By BRUCE HUOT

“We were damn glad to escape from Communism. The United States is our ideal,” said Bela Rerrich, a member of the Hungarian fencing team which appeared in the Fieldhouse last Sunday. But the United States only watches and applauds the great Hungarian sport show. Meanwhile they are missing the main event—the horrid Communist way.

In light of this, the U. S. Olympic program seems to be grossly inadequate. If we continue our present policy, Russia will continue to dominate the Olympics. “The state spends a terrific amount for their Olympic program,” Rerrich said. “Russia will start polo this year, and polo is not a proletarian sport. But they want to win gold medals. Fencing is not a money making nor popular sport in Russia either. But Russia wants to win at any cost.

“An Olympic championship is excellent propaganda. There isn’t a better way to influence the sports-minded youths that the Communist way is the right way. “Russia wants to dominate the world and they want to distribute cheap propaganda. These are their two big aims,” continued Rerrich. “Athletes behind the Iron Curtain can’t be technically considered professional. The Iron Curtain athlete receives no money. He does have a job, but this is only a cover-up. His real obligation to the state is to become the best in his sport.”

There is no doubt that Russian women are the best female athletes in the world. According to Rerrich the reason for this is that everyone works hard. “There is no difference between men and women. They hold equal jobs—things Americans never expect women to do.” Girls are
TIME OUT

With the basketball season moving into its final weeks, conference champions and tournament choices become the topic of conversation among round-ball enthusiasts. Seattle got the ball rolling by becoming the first team to accept a bid to either of the big tournaments by announcing it would play in the NIT in New York. It was a big victory for the NIT Committee in getting Seattle because Madison Square usually gets all the "also-rans" in the Midwest and the West. It didn't use to be the case when the two classics ran one after the other. Now, with both running at the same time there is a big scramble for the independent teams.

There are sixteen automatic berths in the NCAA, these teams being the winners of their respective conferences. Eight members at large are also chosen making a total of 24.

The big speculation now is whether Notre Dame will compete as one of the at large teams in the NCAA. The NIT is definitely out because the players would be away from school for over a week. The NCAA, though, is not out of the question.

In fact, it is highly probable that Notre Dame will receive and accept a bid to the tourney this year. Highly reliable sources say that a 15-10 record will be good enough to receive a bid but that a 16-9 record would insure the Athletic Board's acceptance.

As we go to press, the Irish record is 10-7. (This excludes last night's Portland game.) It is this reporter's opinion that the Jordanmen will lose no more than one more ball game.

John Smyth, the Irish captain, remarked after the club returned after the Eastern tour that "I think that we are going to take all the rest." Certainly the play of the locals in most of their past few ball games would warrant such an opinion.

After the double overtime loss to Canisius last Saturday, one wondered if the same thing that happened last year might happen again. Last year, after a couple of tough losses, the Irish collapsed. But right there is the difference in this year's club. They never quit and they never give up. They came right back and beat Holy Cross on Monday.

By rights, the Canisius game should never have gone into overtime. The Golden Griffis had the game all locked up with 45 seconds to go and four points ahead. But the Irish kept pressing and Hawkins dumped in the tying basket with three seconds remaining. True, Notre Dame blew it in the overtime. On a couple of occasions they also seemed to have the ball game wrapped up but the ball-hawking Griffis showed why they are the third ranking independent in the country behind Louisville and Seattle. (Canisius beat Louisville earlier in the season.)

Two independent teams will be chosen from the Midwest for the NCAA. Teams under consideration with won-loss records (as of Feb. 2) in parentheses are: Dayton (11-7), Cincinnati (10-5), DePaul (5-11), Xavier (12-4), Marquette (9-9), Loyola (10-6) and Wayne (9-3).

Dayton, Cincinnati and Xavier usually go to the NIT. With this in mind the Irish need only a fair amount of success in their remaining ball game against these other teams.

If the Irish get a bid, the first game will be played against the Mid-American Conference winner, probably Bowling Green, or the Ohio Valley Conference winner, either Morehead St. or Western Kentucky. The other Midwest independent will play the other team. The probable site for this game will be Ft. Wayne on March 11 or 12.

The two winners then go to Lexington, Kentucky on March 15 and 16 to meet the Southeastern Conference champion and the Big Ten Champs. The winner here then moves on to Kansas City for the final March 22 and 23.

While the semi-final round is going on in Lexington, similar rounds will be taking place at Philadelphia, Dallas and Corvallis, Ore.

PREDICTION OF THE WEEK: The four finalists in the NCAA at Kansas City will be North Carolina, Kansas, UCLA and Notre Dame.—J.G.
INTERVIEWS FOR CAREERS WITH HERCULES

Here's an opportunity for a career with one of the nation's most rapidly expanding chemical companies. If you will have a BS or MS degree in...

- CHEMISTRY
- ENGINEERING
  - Chemical
  - Civil
  - Mechanical
  - Electrical
  - Mining

...a Hercules representative will be on the campus to discuss with you employment opportunities in...

- RESEARCH
- SALES
- PRODUCTION
- ENGINEERING

Arrangements for interviews should be made through your placement office.

HERCULES POWDER COMPANY
INCORPORATED
Wilmington, Del.

FEBRUARY 25

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE & AMATEUR COED CREW wanted for VAGABOND SCHOONER summer college cruises, third season 2 WEEK BAHAMAS CRUISE $230 write qualifications if applying as representative, or request for brochure to VAGABOND SCHOONER 11307 Church St., Chicago 43, Ill.

Diamonds Jewelry Watches
J. TRETWEWEY
JOE, THE JEWELER
104 N. Main St. J.M.S. Bldg.
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FLUOR

An outstanding name in ENGINEERING and CONSTRUCTION for the Petroleum, Chemical and Power Industries

ENGINEERS (B.S. — M.S. — Ph.D.)
- Mechanical
- Civil
- Electrical
- Chemical
- Instrument

See Your Bulletin Board

MR. ARMOUR MORRIS WILL CONDUCT CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 9 a.m. — 5 p.m. Wednesday, February 27 THE FLUOR CORPORATION, LTD.

Engineers - Constructors 2500 South Atlantic Blvd. LOS ANGELES 22, CALIF.

GYMNASTS IN ACTION
Hungarians perform for locals.

A Hungarian Report
(Continued from page 31)
people—a further financial strain. Priests are continually persecuted and are considered by the majority as national heroes. That is the religious situation in Red controlled Hungary.

Josef Cardinal Mindszenty, who escaped prison during the recent revolution, is the people's national idol. According to Reicher, the Cardinal will remain in hiding only long enough to bring the truth of Communist oppression into light by his memoirs.

Back in their native country, the Communist machines are shouting their motto—"Workers of the World Unite." Here in the United States, the Hungarian Olympic athletes work to free their loved ones, caution against the evils of Communism and warn of the onslaught Russia will bring with them to the 1960 Olympic games.

Watching a Fencing Match
(Continued from page 30)
wound, not kill. Therefore first blood ends a bout and first touch scores the point.

This weapon developed when sword duelling died out because victorious duelers were sometimes tried and executed for murder. It has a stiff three-sided blade and a large guard for the protection of the hand.

You are now ready to attend your first fencing match. The fencers will compete on three rubber mats with foil, sabre and epee bouts going on simultaneously. Do not try to watch them all. Remember to concentrate on one bout and one fencer. As your knowledge grows, so will your interest.
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
...with a Growth Company

A relatively small (1350) but very progressive and rapidly expanding manufacturer of xerographic equipment and supplies (a physical means of graphic reproduction based on solid state and electrostatic phenomena), photocopy equipment, photographic and photocopy papers and negative materials for the graphic arts has excellent opportunities available in the following fields:

MACHINE DEVELOPMENT
PHYSICS RESEARCH
CHEMISTRY RESEARCH
QUALITY CONTROL
GENERAL ENGINEERING

South Bend Interviews
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 19

Make arrangements at your Placement Bureau to see Haloid's Industrial Relations Representative, when he visits the campus.

The Haloid Company
Rochester 3, New York

Martin Elected Head Of Engineering Board

Tom Martin, a senior chemical engineer, was recently elected chairman of the Joint Engineering Council for the second semester. Other officers are: Don McCrory, vice chairman; Tom Fogarty, secretary, and Bob Norris, treasurer. McCrory is a senior chemical engineer; Fogarty is a junior mechanical engineer, and Norris is the business manager of the Technical Review.

Last semester the student Engineering Advisory Board revised its constitution. Under the revision the group will be known as the Joint Engineering Council. The council is composed of two representatives of each of the seven engineering professional societies, the editor and business manager of the Technical Review, a YCS engineering representative, and the engineering senator.

The group voted to change the name of the organization after it was pointed out that it served more than just an advisory capacity. Last semester the group sponsored three talks by representatives of industry, a faculty panel discussion, a College of Engineering football league and the 1956 Engineers' Ball.

This semester the council is planning the Engineering Open House and several talks for engineering students.

Union-Management to Meet
In Annual Conference Here

The University of Notre Dame's fifth annual Union-Management Conference will be held Feb. 22 in Washington Hall, it was announced this past week by Rev. Mark J. Fitzgerald, C.S.C., conference director. More than 500 midwest industrial executives and labor officials are expected to attend the sessions whose theme will be "Contract Issues Now and Later." The conference is sponsored by the University's department of economics.

Robben W. Fleming, director of the Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations at the University of Illinois, will preside over a morning panel discussion on the policy of obligatory retirement, new issues under pension benefits, and trends in coverage under health and welfare plans.

Charles H. Alsip, regional director of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, Chicago, will moderate an afternoon panel dealing with contract experience under automation, advantages and disadvantages of the long term contract, and the costs and returns from the shorter work week.

Major addresses by representatives of labor and management and a conference luncheon will complete the program.
May Exam Scheduled For Medical Students

Candidates for admission to medical school in the fall of 1958 are advised to take the Medical College Admission test in May, it was announced today by Educational Testing Service, which prepares and administers the test for the Association of American Medical Colleges.

These tests, required of applicants by almost every medical college throughout the country, will be given twice during the current calendar year. Candidates taking the May test, however, will be able to furnish scores to institutions in early fall, when many medical colleges begin the selection of their next entering class.

Candidates may take the MCAT on Saturday, May 11, 1957, or on Tuesday, Oct. 29, 1957, at administrations to be held at more than 300 local centers in all parts of the country. The Association of American Medical Colleges recommends that candidates for admission to classes starting in the fall of 1958 take the May test.

The MCAT consists of tests of general scholastic ability, a test on understanding of modern society, and an achievement test in science. According to ETS, no special preparation other than a review of science subjects is necessary. All questions are of the objective type.

Copies of the Bulletin of Information (with application form bound in), which gives details of registration and administration, as well as sample questions, are available from pre-medical advisers or directly from Educational Testing Service, 20 Nassau St., Princeton, N. J. Completed applications must reach the ETS office by Apr. 27 and Oct. 15, respectively for the May 11 and Oct. 29 administrations.

Fall Vaccine Shot to Finish Campus Polio Inoculations

The third and final Salk vaccine inoculation will be given to the student body during September or October of the fall '57 semester. Graduating seniors, and those students who will not return to the University next fall, must obtain the final inoculation at their own expense. Twenty-six hundred students have already received the first two inoculations.

Chairman John Reardon says that the inoculation program has been an overwhelming success. By its completion next semester, it is expected that approximately 65 per cent of the student body will have been inoculated with the Salk vaccine. This figure is far above the 30 percent inoculation average in other universities throughout the country.
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Men in the know

know true from false

More than 25 percent of today's college students came from farms

[ ] True  [ ] False

False. Although more than a third of our population is on farms, only one-tenth of the college students were farm-reared.

Baseball attracts more fans than any other sport

[ ] True  [ ] False

False. Last year, major and minor league, school and sandlot baseball drew 70 million fans. Basketball drew 105 million.

Jockey brand briefs are tailored from 13 separate pieces

[ ] True  [ ] False

True. Only Jockey brand briefs are scientifically designed and tailored to fit the male figure trimly and comfortably. 13 separate pieces are expertly sewn together to achieve this perfect fit.

Men on the go

go for Jockey® underwear

made only by Cooper®
O'Brien Re-appointed As Graduate Director

Hugh P. O'Brien, director of the Indiana State Board of Corrections during the past four years, has been re-appointed director of the Correctional Administration program at Notre Dame, according to an announcement made recently by Rev. Philip Moore, C.S.C., vice-president for academic affairs.

O'Brien served as head of Notre Dame's graduate correctional administration course from 1947 to 1952. In March, 1953, he was appointed chief of the Indiana penal system by Gov. George N. Craig. In returning to the campus he succeeds Robert Pollitt who will devote full time to his duties as director of family service of South Bend.

O'Brien's appointment is effective with the beginning of the spring semester.

Prior to his original appointment to the Notre Dame sociology faculty in 1947, O'Brien was associated with the New York State Division of Parole, serving as parole officer, senior parole officer and administrative assistant to the chairman. From 1932 to 1937 he was director of education at Clinton Prison, Lannamora, N. Y. He is the author of several manuals and books dealing with the training of prison staff workers.

---

Employment Opportunities in VENEZUELA with

Creole Petroleum Corporation

An Affiliate of Standard Oil Co. (N. J.)

Representatives of Creole will be on the campus

Tuesday, February 19

to interview unmarried graduates with majors in ENGINEERING and GEOLOGY

See your Placement Director for interview schedules
That's why American Express Student Tours are expertly planned to include a full measure of individual leisure—ample free time to discover your Europe—as well as the most comprehensive sight-seeing program available anywhere! Visit England, Scotland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Italy and France—accompanied by distinguished tour leaders—enjoy superb American Express service throughout.

11 Special Tours . . . 53 to 63 days . . . via famous ships:
Ile de France, United States, Liberté, Saturnia,
Guilio Cesare, Flandre. $1,448 up
Also Regular Tours . . . 42 days . . . $1,301 up

You can always TRAVEL NOW—PAY LATER when you go American Express.

For complete information, see your Campus Representative, local Travel Agent or American Express Travel Service, member: Institute of International Education and Council on Student Travel
... or simply mail the handy coupon.

AMERICAN EXPRESS TRAVEL SERVICE
65 Broadway, New York 6, N. Y. c/o Travel Sales Division
Yes! Please do send me complete information
about 1957 Student Tours to Europe!

Name: ...........................................
Address: ...........................................
City: ................................ Zone: ............ State: ............................................

PROTECT YOUR TRAVEL FUNDS WITH AMERICAN EXPRESS TRAVELERS CHEQUES—SPENDABLE EVERYWHERE

Nationally Advertised
Watches—Diamonds—Jewelry
Guaranteed Watch Repairing
Fine Engraving

Marvin
126 N. Michigan Ph. CE 2-1202
South Bend, Indiana

DR. R. W. TURBOW
OPTOMETRIST

OPTICAL REPAIRS
Frames Repaired, Replaced
Broken Lenses Duplicated
"Bring in the Pieces"
EYES EXAMINED

207 W. Washington
Oliver Hotel Phone CE 4-5777

Order a full year's subscription to the SCHOLASTIC for your parents and friends. Only $4.00.

The Scholastic
Campus Knights Hold Communion Breakfast; Grace Presented 'Knight of Semester' Award

The Knights of Columbus, Notre Dame Council 1477, held a Communion Breakfast in the Morris Inn last Sunday following the 8 a.m. Mass in Sacred Heart Church.

John T. Rocap, a member of the Supreme Board of Directors, was the principal speaker at the affair which was attended by some 85 members and candidates. Rocap, a lawyer in Indianapolis, Ind., graduated from Notre Dame in 1929.

The K. of C. official congratulated the collegiate council on their excellent organization and activities. He pointed out the fact that many Notre Dame Knights of former years are now taking leading roles in the activities of Knights of Columbus councils throughout the country. He urged the council to further its efforts, to expand its membership to the utmost, and to continue to produce graduates who are interested in the K. of C. and its programs.

In addition to commenting on the past and present achievements of the local council, Rocap pointed out that the Knights of Columbus are expected to be outspoken in Catholic beliefs on governmental and political issues. He used as an example the Order's fight to stop an invitation by the U. S. government for Marshal Tito to visit this country.

Fraternal Activities Chairman Carl Edmundson announced and presented the "Knight of the Semester" award to Chuck Grace, a commerce senior from Kokomo, Ind. Grace was recognized for his contributions to Columbianism on the campus as chairman of the council activities and Bengal Bout Banquet committees for the past two years. He has also served as an officer in other capacities during his four years in the organization.

Sunday afternoon, 40 candidates were initiated into the Third Degree of the Order at ceremonies held in Mishawaka. Included in the class of candidates were the Rev. Daniel O'Neil, C.S.C., and the Rev. Roman Ladewski, C.S.C.

Bob Porst, the council's membership chairman, announced the opening of the second semester membership drive on Monday. Students interested in joining the K. of C. can contact Porst at the council office in the basement of Walsh Hall. Office hours are from 4 to 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. The dates for the First Degree initiations during this semester are March 13 and April 10. On April 14, the K. of C. will conduct another Second and Third Degree exemplification.

---

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT

A SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT REPRESENTATIVE IS COMING IN PERSON TO TELL YOU HOW TO HITCH YOUR ENGINEERING FUTURE TO A HELICOPTER-

Please make an appointment through your College Placement Office for an Interview!

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 15
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Grad Students to Hold Meeting Next Monday

There will be a general meeting of the Graduate Student Association at 8 p.m. next Monday, Feb. 11, in the LaFortune Student Center. Plans for this year's annual dance and the coming retreat will be discussed. Also on the agenda is a report on the new Graduate Student Orientation program to be inaugurated next Fall.

Graduate students should also note the introduction of a variety of types of Masses into the GSA Sunday Mass schedule. From now on the traditional High Mass with the congregation acting as choir, the Dialogue Mass, and the Low Mass will be said. Confessions will also be heard from before Mass until the Gospel.

Last Wednesday, the Graduate Student Forum, sponsored by the GSA, heard Dr. Astrick Gabriel, director of the Medieval Institute of Notre Dame, speak on "The Medieval Roots of Our Academic Freedom." The lecture was given in the Rockne Memorial Lounge and was followed by a discussion period.

Will be on campus

FEBRUARY 18

for placement interviews in the following areas:

- AIRCRAFT ENGINE CONTROLS
- GUIDED MISSILES—COMPLETE DEVELOPMENT
- AIRCRAFT LANDING GEAR
- AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS
- MECHANICAL
- ELECTRONIC
- AERONAUTICAL
- CIVIL
- METALLURGICAL

Bendix

Products Division, Bendix Aviation Corporation
South Bend, Indiana

The Scholastic
Poet Robert Fitzgerald has assumed teaching duties at the University for the spring semester, Rev. Philip S. Moore, C.S.C., vice president for academic affairs, has announced. Fitzgerald, who has received critical acclaim for his translations of the classics as well as for his poems, will teach a graduate course in "literary theory" and an undergraduate course in "seventeenth century English poetry."

Since 1953, Fitzgerald and his family have lived in Italy where he began a verse translation of the Odyssey on a Guggenheim Fellowship during 1953-54. His poems have been collected in *In the Rose of Time* published last year (*New Directions*). He collaborated with Dudley Fitts on the translation of *Oedipus Rex* which was recently seen on "Omnibus" over the ABC Television Network.

Born in Geneva, N. Y., and raised in Springfield, Ill., Fitzgerald was educated at Harvard University and Trinity College, Cambridge. He worked briefly as a reporter for the New York *Herald Tribune* and for several years before and after World War II he was a writer and editor for *Time*. During the war he served as a Navy officer at Pearl Harbor and on Guam.

Fitzgerald is a former poetry reviewer of the *New Republic* and has taught literature and creative writing at Sarah Lawrence College, Princeton University and Indiana University.

### Drill Maneuvers Performed By Air Force Marching Unit

Notre Dame's AFROTC Drill Team executed an array of drill maneuvers during the half time intermission of the ND-Portland basketball game last night. The Irish marching unit is under the command of Cadet Lt. Lynn Hankes. The team is composed entirely of freshmen and sophomores except for the commander who is a junior. Sixteen men do the actual marching and there is a staff of four which acts as alternates.
by JOE TAFT

Shall I take another tranquilizer? If he asks a question on chapter 986 I've really had it. Do you have any instant coffee? These are a few comments that all of us have heard too recently. Finis to the great purge of exams. Now we can rest our self-bruised nerves until May. But was the last great purge really worth the strain? Do these memory-a-thons justify the energy expended? I don't think they really do.

A typical scene in the corridor of O'Shaughnessy Hall at 10 o'clock on the morning of an exam day—excited voices build to a defining crescendo of pertinent queries: "What he said in class contradicts the book. What do I do now?" Punt? If I can only get an 84 on this one my average will be 85.897 or is it 85.898? Do you have any notes on that case, Joe Gott versus The Fall Cycle Co.?—only to be rudely interrupted by the Eternal Footman's ring—D-Day. A perspiring pool of bloodshot eyes rolls out of the vacuum-packed class room. The scramble for desks begins: "I sat there all semester." "Do you have your name on the desk?" "No, I have Sylvia's—she's my miniature mate."

A blanket of tension covers the room as the Royal Examiner enters—the Royal Examiner who has also stocked up on tranquilizers and had his optometrist's newest prescription filled in preparation for the ordeal of translating and correcting the final examinations. Tick-tick-tick mocks the clock... beat the clock—RING chuckles the Eternal Footman. The perspiring pool of bloodshot eyes rolls out of the vacuum-packed class room and another moves in for the brain washing.

Why don't these memory-a-thons justify the energy expended? First, it seems that the psychology employed by the examining authorities is abused by the students at the sacrifice of the faculty. "If the student did his daily assignments," the authorities state, "he would have no cause for alarm during final examinations because he would have a manageable control of the course material. What other indicator can be employed to show his knowledge?"

Nice theory but the normal individual wants to use his time for other activities that are directly and indirectly related to his education. If the student did all of his daily assignments he would not, I believe, have enough time to broaden his interests—interests such as reading non-text books, attending movies, plays, sporting events, or merely relaxing. If the student were tested by unannounced weekly quizzes and given a small number of oral examinations during the course of the semester, these marathons would, I think, be outdated.

PROVE IT!
The weekly quiz system would help the student to realize the necessity of keeping a good control of the course material. It would seem more desirable to have this weekly quiz during the later days of the week. The three oral quizzes would enable the student to learn oral self-expression. The development of this method of self-expression would benefit the student in his college life and post college work. The majority of college students will express themselves vocally in their post college work and one who is capable of expressing himself well—one who can get an idea across quickly, clearly, and intelligently is indeed in great demand.

These three oral examinations would also aid the student in the mechanics of taking an exam. If the student is in verbal contact with his examiner, error through a misunderstanding of the question would be alleviated. The examiner would profit from this technique as well. The percentage of error through his misunderstanding the student's answers would also be alleviated.

This system would also give the student a closer contact with the professor—he would not be a mere name to be called from an impersonal class card. This closer contact between student and professor would prove valuable to the student for he would be able to discuss, outside the pressure of the class room, course material and other material that may be of interest to the two "friends."

MERE OPINION!
This new oral and weekly quiz system seems, to me anyway, to have advantages over the present system of monthly and final written exams. It gives the student the opportunity to develop himself through the written and oral mediums of self-expression. After the semester's work is completed and exam time arrives, the student need not panic through the gross memory-a-thons—he will have a seasonal control and confidence in handling the semester's material.

The student who completes the required material and begins the stuffing ordeal abuses the principle of the learning process—a process that requires the student to pick out the essential material from his class and text presentation and represent it to his professor in an intelligent manner. Students who merely stuff a whole semester's work in their mind over a concentrated period of study do not have the proper control of this material; not only do they abuse their health but they abuse their cognitive process.

This system would undoubtedly have its short comings but it would, I believe, be an improvement over the present system.

MORE?
I would like to see the abolishment of the cut system for the benefit of the student and professor. This would benefit the student who need not attend all of his classes in order to have a grasp of the essential material. He could use this time for required study or other reading that will extend his development. This non-roll calling class would benefit the professor not only from the mechanical point of view but also from the teaching angle. Those who enjoy cross word puzzles during his class periods need not be disturbed by his lectures—they would have the privacy of their rooms. These Sun-Timesers would not bother the professor by their distracting actions. This non-roll calling class would present a challenge to the professor—a challenge that would require his efforts to make the class interesting enough to attract the students.

Although this non-roll calling system has its obvious advantages and disadvantages it will not be practical as long as the University accepts the student's tuition in exchange for parental authority but it would, I am convinced, benefit the majority of the University's occupants.
Sneak Preview
of a new hit
on campus

The critics rate this Arrow Glen a smash hit on all counts. This handsome broadcloth shirt comes in a new hairline stripe. (Three new stripe widths available.) Wide range of colors. Famous clean-cut Arrow Glen collar. Shirt $4.50. Bias-striped shantung bow tie, $1.50.

ARROW—
—first in fashion
SHIRTS • TIES

You are the show
in these new Arrows

This good-looking Arrow Glen shirt is tailored in a new weave. Broadcloth that looks for all the world like oxford cloth. Our wide assortment of colors includes several to team up with any suit or sports outfit you own. Collar has just the right spread to wear with a bow tie. Arrow Glen, $4.00 up. Shantung ties, $2.50. Drop in anytime!

"One Man Tells Another"

It's GILBERT'S
IN THE SHOPPING CENTER — ON THE CAMPUS
(Also at 809-817 So. Michigan St., South Bend)
THOUGHT

If a centaur married
a mermaid fair,
What kind of children
would she bear?
Would they have hide
or would they have scales?
Would they have hooves
or long fishy tails?
Would they eat seaweed
or would they eat hay?
It’s one of the
problems of the day.

MORAL: When heavy thinking gets
you down, relax and take your
pleasure BIG with a Chesterfield!
Packed more smoothly by
ACCU•RAY, it’s the smoothest
tasting smoke today.

Smoke for real... smoke Chesterfield!
$50 for every philosophical verse accepted for publi-
cation. Chesterfield, P.O. Box 21, New York 46, N.Y.

© Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.